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 Thank you, Jorge, for the wonderful introduction. I truly appreciate it and you. Later in my address, as I am 
talking about this notion of the theater scholar and higher education, I’ll say about more about Jorge Huerta. So let 
that function as a bit of foreshadowing of what is to come. Don’t worry, Jorge. Let me just say now how thrilled I 
am to be introduced by Jorge, my colleague, whose work I have respected and admired since my graduate school 
days. I am also so very honored to give this year’s Roger Stevens lecture, and I deeply thank our leader, Felicia 
Londré, for inviting me to do so.   
 On this subject of the theater scholar and higher education, let me start with a story and experience, with 
which I am sure many of you are familiar. When I meet someone and they invariably ask “what do I do,” I tell them 
I am a Professor at Stanford University. They are immediately impressed. “Oh!” they exclaim. But when they ask 
“what do you teach?”  And when I reply “theater and performance studies,” that great sense of respect they formerly 
displayed now takes a turn. “OOOh?” they now reply. And then they always follow with a story about the niece on 
their mother’s side who just is such a drama queen and or their brother’s boy who just loves the theater. And by the 
way, do I teach acting. “No I don’t teach acting,” I explain, “I teach courses on that critically examine plays and 
performances within their historical, social and cultural context.” “OOOOh?” I hear again.  
 When   I  was   in   graduate   school,  an   electrical engineer, a  fellow member   of  the  Black  Graduate 
Student Association asked me how one could possibly receive a PhD in Drama.  I tried to explain carefully and 
respectfully to her the rigors involved in examining play texts and the complex methodologies engaged in theorizing 
how theater functioned as mechanism for social change. She nodded at the end and walked off, still maintaining her 
air of superiority as what she studied compared to what I professed to do. As an engineer, she solved problems. She 
delved into circuits for emerging nanotechnologies, integrated electronic system technologies. I merely analyzed 
plays.  
 One of the most memorable events in this vein occurred as I was ending my turn as Chair of the Stanford 
Drama Department and attending a party at the Dean of Humanities and Science’s house, celebrating all incoming 
and outgoing chairs. A woman with Australian accent sauntered over and engaged me in conversation. “What do 
you chair?” She asked. When I responded Drama, “What fun!” she exclaimed. I asked her own department, “My 
husband chairs Statistics,” she responded. “Oh what fun!” I exclaimed.  ‘No,” exasperated, she moved to correct me. 
“No, Statistics isn’t fun. It’s serious work!” 
 So, this is where we often can find ourselves: boxed into spaces where the seriousness and rigor of play, of 
performance, of theater is devalued; where the concept of scholarship in theater or the humanities is suspect. The 
other day my wife, English Professor Michele Elam, was in conversation with an engineering professor, and he 
bemoaned how easy it was for humanities scholars, he believed, to just write and self-publish a book on anything 
they wanted in contrast to the gestation, investigation,  trial and error it took in a lab to produce publishable, true 
science. He was shocked to hear that humanities books had to be rigorously peer reviewed before publication, not to 
mention the time- consuming process and singular focused effort that it takes to produce an academic manuscript. 
So part of what we must continually do, then, is educate others to what we do and why it matters.  
 One particular approach to this problem is one that I know many of you seated here have engaged in both 
intentionally and informally. It might be termed “strategic advocacy.” And what I mean here is that we need not just 
be defensive nor merely assert the greatness of our profession in reaction to the naïve comments or 
misunderstandings of others. Rather strategic advocacy means developing calculated and deliberate tactics that 
foreground the importance of performance and of theatre and performance scholarship. Strategic advocacy 
reinforces how and why theater matters. Perhaps now more than ever, at a time when we find the humanities and 
arts under siege in the country and at universities across the country, now is the moment for such committed 
advocacy. Using my own experience, what I will do in this address is to consider the theater academician today and 
how strategic advocacy figures within this mission. 
 The fact that theatre scholars often only react rather than act confronted me abruptly and immediately upon 
my arrival at Stanford. When I arrived there some twenty-three years ago, I found the University in the midst of a 
severe budget crisis. 40 million dollars needed to be lopped off of the operating budget. One easy way to alleviate 
some of this deep deficit, the administration assumed, was to eliminate unnecessary departments and programs. The 
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Department of Food Agriculture went away. And a similar fate threatened my department, the Drama Department 
and the Committee on Black Performing Arts, that I had also come to direct. Why was the Drama Department 
expendable? Because some members of the faculty and administration looked to our peers such as Harvard and 
Oxford and saw that they did not have theater departments and concluded: so why should Stanford? Their thinking 
was that theater was recreational and not intellectual; there was no seriousness in play. And so I asked myself what 
was I doing here and why had I ever come to Stanford? The answer to this question soon came, for the Drama 
Department banded together as one and used the drama and theatrics of our predicament to our own advantage. I 
remember I wore a big "Drama Matters" button on my suit coat to a new faculty reception at the house of then-
President Donald Kennedy and as he shook my hand I tried to position my boutonniere just so he could see my 
shining Drama Matters button. Our department staged rallies and performances that dramatized our situation, we 
wrote letters and op-eds, called alumni and colleagues from other institutions; we summoned all our resources in our 
defense.  
 At this same time, one of my colleagues, Anna Deavere Smith, gained national attention for her piloting 
work in one-person shows and with her celebrated play Fires in the Mirror. Her success reflected back on the 
department as whole. More than that, her work powerfully demonstrated how art might intervene into civic dialogue, 
into moments of unrest and distress in ways that offered not simply illumination but hope. In addition, alumni, staff, 
faculty and students alike came to the defense of the Stanford Drama department. We proudly proclaimed and made 
the university’s administration aware then of what we knew to be true, that we were and are one of the best Ph.D. 
programs in drama and theatre studies in the country and that lopping off the Drama Department   would   be   an   
extreme  loss   for   the cultural and intellectual vibrancy of the institution.  
 And it worked. And we are still here, as is the Committee on Black Performing arts, though both with 
different names that reflect changes and evolutions within the discipline. The Committee is now the Institute of 
Diversity in the Arts and the Drama Department is now the Department of Theater and Performance Studies. Such 
experiences provided the seed for the more proactive, strategic advocacy. Through this early attack on the 
intellectual legitimacy of theater on to my earlier experiences with academic publishing, my time at Stanford has 
reinforced for me the value and importance within the academy of theater scholarship and of colleagues who 
mutually respected each other, shared work and dialogue with each other without hierarchies of rank. 
 It proved to me, too, that scholarship and a scholarly community can be a form of activism. In addition, the 
work of the theater scholar, that shared dialogue, has the potential to push-to-press against boundaries of knowledge, 
to comment on or even challenge social structures. Because theater is such a social art, invariably theater scholarship 
engages the dynamics of the social order and explores cultural transformations. Thus, even as the theater scholar 
delves into the past, she or he necessarily confronts significant issues that inform human interaction in the present.  
 My first book, Taking It to the Streets: The Social Protest Theater of Luis Valdez and Amiri Baraka, is an 
analysis of black and Chicano theater in the 1960s and 1970s. My interest in the cross-cultural commonalties of 
social protest theater, of black and Chicano performances in particular, began in graduate school. Previously 
growing up in Boston, I was well familiar with black revolutionary dramas of the 1960s. These were the plays I 
performed in along with a troupe of black teenagers we called “The Family.” Then as a graduate student at Berkeley, 
I assisted Carlos Morton, Chicano playwright and scholar in class on Chicano teatro. I found the parallels between 
black revolutionary theater and Chicano social protest theater extremely compelling. Such comparative analysis was 
an area that was particularly underexplored. While critics had studied black theater and Chicano theater, they had 
not brought them together. A continued commitment to cross-cultural analysis and profound interest in how theater 
functions as an agent for social change still drives me today. Invariably, whenever there is a cause of social need, 
one of the ways people seek redress or voice their unrest is to dramatize their cause, to put on a play. How does 
theater then achieve social efficacy? What about a play can make people think and possibly even move them to act?   
 In that first book, I attempted to address these questions by comparing and contrasting Amiri Baraka’s 
revolutionary plays to those of Luis Valdez and Teatro Campesino. But these are issues that have motivated my 
further explorations of the work of Suzan-Lori Parks, and August Wilson and on into contemporary playwrights 
such as Tarell Alvin McCraney and Eisa Davis. For me this is one of the fascinating aspects of theater scholarship, 
not only to examine these questions, but to find answers that can possibly impact the way others think about power 
of theater. The answers that we find are never static; knowledge and understanding of plays and their meanings 
evolve over time. Theater scholarship can shake and shape the very ground we stand on. 
 Shaking it up, shaping the ways that scholarship does business has not always been easy. As I worked on 
that first book, I encountered rather significant demonstrations of collegiality among theater scholars. When the 
press editor for my first book sent out the manuscript for reviews, one review was very favorable, one was not; in 
fact, the other was not only derogatory but also personal. This reviewer angrily queried what was I, a black man, 
doing writing about Chicano Teatro? What could I possibly have to say? What could I know? According to this 
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reviewer, my identity as an African American located me outside the cultural reference points of the Chicano/a 
experience.  
 Then and now in this the age of Obama, borders around racial scholarship still do exist. For a variety of 
reasons, scholars have acted as gatekeepers determining who could or should be able to write about race. Some have 
justified the maintenance of ethnically balkanized positions, claiming the necessity of such positionality to protect 
scholarly turf and correct previous prejudices and misinterpretations. The need for cross-cultural and even 
transnational criticism, that bridges the intersections of race and performance are perhaps now all the more 
important.  I believe strongly in the need for comparative criticism and the ways that it can shed light on both sides 
of the comparison through juxtaposition and analysis. Comparative racial criticism can provoke new understanding 
of cultural politics, sexuality and racial difference. Our field of theater and performance is and has always been 
decidedly interdisciplinary and collaborative. Such is the nature of the theatre and theatre scholarship; they demand 
and depend on work in other areas from the humanities and the social sciences and even the hard sciences. And they 
cross racial and ethnic boundaries. 
 The criticism of that second reader did not dissuade me from writing that first book and crossing these 
critical divides. Rather, it informed my understanding of comparative criticism, and that to do comparative analysis 
honestly and effectively requires an in-depth knowledge of both sides of the comparison. Fortunately, the editor 
LeAnn Fields kept  faith in the project and eventually sent it out to another reader, and I thank her so much for that 
willingness to take this initial risk. To ensure that I was not just dabbling intellectually in the field of Chicano teatro, 
I met with both Jorge Huerta and Yvonne Yarbro–Bejarano, scholars whose work on Chicano theater I had read and 
admired. While Yvonne I knew at Stanford, I had never meet Jorge Huerta before. Nonetheless, he agreed to meet 
with me, first while he was directing a play here in Washington D.C. and to read my work. Jorge and Yvonne gave 
me valuable comments on Chicano Teatro and culture that shaped the process of revision. Equally important, Jorge 
validated my comparative approach to the project and modeled for me the kind of theater scholar I wanted to be not 
in terms of his work but in terms of his heart and commitment. I thank him for that genuine spirit of collegiality, the 
support that pushed my scholarship forward. Following the example of so many who have helped me, I make it a 
point to reach out to junior scholars in the field. I make every effort that I can, within reason, to read their work, to 
provide some validation for their argument and to suggest directions for their research. I see this as an essential 
aspect of strategic advocacy: that we advocate for each other; especially when we begin to cross over conventional 
academic and ethnic territories.  
 One critical question that the theatre scholar must face is that of audience: who do we write for?  This is not 
just a question for an in-group of scholars because theater engages audiences in the world beyond us. Incidents over 
time have sometimes painfully brought this home to me.  Some 15 years ago, David Román invited me down to the 
University of Southern California to deliver a keynote address as part of a graduate student conference. I was 
flattered. My ego swelled even more when he told me that playwright Suzan-Lori Parks would be the special guest 
at the conference and that she had asked for me to conduct an interview with her before the conference attendees. 
Wow, I thought, how very cool indeed!  The Pulitzer Prizewinner, MacArthur Award-winning playwright had asked 
for me! But why me? I thought. Well, she must have read my articles on her dramas. She must know my work, I 
concluded with my head continuing to swell.  And so, when I called her for a pre-interview discussion, I asked her 
about this. She had read nary a word. My puffed-out head quickly deflated. What I discovered is that she recognized 
my name because I had edited an anthology of plays, The Fire This Time!, that contained one her plays but she had 
not read  any of my critical analysis, nor seemed particularly interested in reading any. 
 I had been put in my place earlier that same year, when Tom Stoppard came to speak at Stanford. I had the 
pleasure of playing chauffeur and escorting him to and from the venue. In his conversation with our students as well 
as in the car, Stoppard was, as you might expect smart, witty, and engaging. During our journey, I revealed to him 
that my colleague Alice Rayner had written a wonderful chapter of her book Comic Persuasion about his plays, and 
asked him if he read it. Stoppard with a sneer replied that he was an avid reader and read virtually everything he 
could lay his hands on but he would rather read matchbook covers than theater scholarship. My heart sank a bit at 
this and I sat quietly for the rest of the ride. August Wilson also came to Stanford that year for Black History month 
and in the question-and-answer period following his address, a graduate student, who had just taken my seminar on 
the work of August Wilson, asked him a complex theoretical question, wanting him to validate her critical 
interpretation of a moment from his Pulitzer Prize- winning play Fences. Wilson deflected. He smiled and said “I 
leave that kind of stuff to folks like you.” This was not something he felt he needed to deal with. 
 Well, my experience with these three playwrights leads rather directly to the conclusion that theater 
scholarship and criticism is not for them and really we needn’t direct our work of critical analysis at them, 
playwrights. They are doing just fine without us for the most part. Though it is mutually reaffirming and useful 
when academics and practitioners are in conversation, I think. As we aim our work at our fellow scholars, critics, 
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students who want to know more, to understand a particular play or playwright, our task is to illuminate the work 
but also to push the field forward in the process. Just as the play director serves as an interpreter, translating the play 
for a general audience, our role is to interpret this work for perhaps a more academic audience. 
 What then is our responsibility to the play and the playwright? I asked this question of Suzan-Lori Parks in 
our interview at USC. She thought for a moment and then responded that dramatic criticism should function as a 
bridge and went on to suggest that it could be a good bridge like the Brooklyn Bridge or bad bridge like the London 
Bridge. She described attending an academic conference and hearing a paper on her play, Imperceptible Mutablities 
in the Third Kingdom, reporting that she could not see her work within the paper’s argument. Thus she did not feel 
that it bridged the distance   from   the   play   and   the   work   of   the playwright to critical and popular 
understanding.  The concept of functioning as a critical bridge to understanding is our challenge. The bridge is often 
an expanding one that extends to issues of race, gender, sexuality and class, of geographics and demographics. We 
have the possibility of situating the play text in context and in critical conversation. We have the ability and perhaps 
the responsibility to open up students, other scholars, and audiences to new critical questions as well as opportunities 
to critique previously-held assumptions. In this way, too, theater scholarship and teaching thus serve as forms of 
strategic advocacy and even activism, providing new insight not simply into play texts but into the world in which 
we live, past and present. 
 Still, as you know, the road of a scholar can be lonely. I understand the need to find fellow travelers to 
share your ideas along the way. So to overcome this, as graduate student, I went to my first theater conference ever, 
the Mid-America Theater Conference (MATC) held in St. Louis, Missouri, that year because they were having a 
special session on Theatre and Social Change. I had no money so I stayed in a very cheap hotel—I could see the 
famous St. Louis Arch from out the window. I just eyed it, never ventured to visit it. Rather I stayed in and ordered a 
delivery pizza. I savored it for lunch and dinner and even for breakfast. My true sustenance, however, came from the 
conference sessions. There people were talking about issues I care deeply about. The discussions, the reflections of 
other scholars on my paper helped me believe that my theories had some value.  I felt totally jazzed and 
intellectually sated. This was a communion of scholars that impacted my work and sent me off to write more. Years 
later, in September 2000, on a Saturday morning, after working on my August Wilson  book—I write best in the 
mornings—I ventured out to my weekly game of pickup basketball for men like me over forty still remembering a 
fictive past when they could run, jump, and shoot. In 2013 the game has now died out due to attrition. That Saturday 
in 2000 one of the players asked “What time is it?” And Civil Rights historian and basketball regular Clay Carson 
responded jokingly “It’s Nation Time!” Immediately my mind went to the section that I was just writing on Wilson 
that dealt with the ideas of time and CPTime or Colored Peoples Time. On the court in between lay-ups, I explained 
to him what I was writing about and how time could become racialized and spatialized. I detailed that the catch 
phrase and rallying cry “It’s Nation Time,” linguistically acknowledged the cultural and social efforts to establish 
black possession and control of time and space, to found a black nation. He looked at me and said “Man, it’s 9:00am 
on Saturday and I’m just trying to play basketball.” Cleary Clay, unlike the folks at MATC years earlier in St. Louis, 
was not the best fellow traveler at that moment. I am now so fortunate to have my wife, who reads everything I write 
and whose voice I hear in my head as write. We have taught a class together, produced keynotes jointly, published 
four articles together and someday may even write a joint book. She is an English professor and brings this 
perspective and training to our intellectual communion. I have learned much from this even as I have coaxed her 
over to a greater appreciation for theater scholarship and its conjunction of theory and practice. 
 On this subject of finding communion, I discovered that playwright August Wilson, the subject of the 
second book, despite his aversion possibly to reading theater scholarship, in fact, fully embraced theater scholars. In 
the process of writing my book on his 20th-century cycle of plays, The Past as Present in the Drama of August 
Wilson, I had the occasion to meet with August Wilson in Los Angeles at the Mark Taper Theater. We met during 
the pause between the Sunday matinee and the evening performance of King Hedley II. We had to meet outside on 
the plaza, because as you may know, he chained smoked and they would not allow it in the theater. We talked for 
three-and-one-half hours straight that day. It was a moment I will never forget. We talked of his work and the 
passion he felt for it and the craft of theater. He truly represented what my grandfather would have called a race 
man. Wilson believed that as black artist he owed a responsibility to the history of African American struggle and 
survival. Accordingly, he advocated for black institutions that could nurture black theatrical practice. He professed 
the need for African Americans to lay claim with pride to their heritage as slaves in this country, to their discovery 
of their Africanness in their current experience and to acknowledge the psychological scars that still endure. For 
Wilson, that past shaped his people’s present. A product of the black revolutionary theater of the 1960s, Wilson 
rooted himself in a functional black art. He still felt that his theater could provoke social thought and revolutionary 
action. This conversation so buoyed my whole process of writing the book and provided critical insights into 
Wilson’s dramaturgy.  
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 Yet, as a scholar, the challenge for me involved approaching this man that I greatly admired and his play 
that I truly loved with critical distance and perspective. I sought to contextualize his proclamations of social 
advocacy in relation to those other earlier black theater activists such as W.E.B DuBois and Amiri Baraka.  In 
addition, I felt it was critically important to put Wilson’s depictions of  the Africanness in African American life in 
conversation  with  the work of Nigerian  Nobel Prize-winning playwright Wole Soyinka’s theorization of Yoruban 
drama. In so doing, I positioned Wilson not as a separatist as claimed by Stanley Crouch and Robert Brustein but as 
strategist articulating a need for black particularism. He envisioned this black particularism as compensation for the 
cultural particularism of the dominant culture that denies the validity of other kinds of cultural values that might 
compete with its own standards. Black particularism entails the situational adoption of a separate ideology because 
of its particular political advantage at a specific historic moment. At the same time I attempted to present Wilson’s 
complexity and paradox. Sitting outside of the Mark Taper Forum, Wilson existed at once inside and outside the 
regional theater system and its hegemonic control. The most produced playwright in the United States during the 
1990s as well as the first decade of the 21st century, Wilson’s popularity pushed him beyond just black audiences. 
So part of my challenge was to try and think about these racial politics in relation to his cross-cultural popularity as 
the most significant American playwright of the contemporary period.  
 During our conversation, Wilson not only answered my questions, but asked me several himself. He 
wanted and seemed to value my opinion on his work. Always revising and reshaping the work, he asked for my take 
on key moments in King Hedley II. There was one particular line that troubled him. He had the character Mister 
repeatedly questioning others as to whether they saw the halo around his head. Wilson was not sure about how the 
line fit. I don’t know what I responded and I don’t think anything I had to say provided any sort of assistance. About 
two months later, I was in Washington D.C. and saw the pre-Broadway production of King Hedley II at the Kennedy 
Center with Tony Award-winner Brian Stokes Mitchell replacing Harry Lennox in the title role. Notably, the line 
about having a halo around his head Wilson switched from Mister and gave to King, the troubled and tragic 
protagonist, whose blood consecrates the grave of Aunt Ester at the play’s climax  and signals the  rebirth of Aunt 
Ester, the ancestor.  
 This change made so much more sense! It underscored the important idea professed throughout the play of 
King as the chosen one.  I marveled to myself on how this simple revision encapsulated the genius of August 
Wilson. That day back at the Mark Taper, when we talked for more than three hours, Wilson demonstrated an 
incredible generosity of spirit. But this was how he was as a man, as a playwright, as an artist. I know that he was 
equally generous with other theater scholars, spending time with Joan Harrington, Sandra Shannon and Alan Nadel 
among others as they shaped their books on the plays of August Wilson.  This stands for me as that kind of bridge 
between practice and scholarship shaping each other.  
 And yet, despite these generative conversations, in January of this year, an article by a PhD in Theater, 
writing under a pseudonym, appeared in the Chronicle of Higher Education under the provocative title “An 
Argument for Eliminating the Doctorate in Theater.”  The article once again forced our field into a defensive, 
reactionary position, as the presidents and vice presidents of the Association of Theater in Higher Education and the 
American Society for Theater Research penned a joint response to this article that the Chronicle published in 
February. That the chronicle chose to publish the article in the first place is quite revealing. Can you imagine them 
publishing an article on eliminating the doctorate in Physics? With its publication and title alone, the article calls 
into question the very significance of the theater and performance studies scholarship. Only four years ago, after a 
proactive effort by the leadership of ASTR and ATHE, did the National Research Council (NRC) include data on 
graduate programs in theater and performance studies in the important published review and assessment of graduate 
schools.  
 This NRC publication marked an important victory of strategic advocacy for theatre and performance 
studies as it recognized their validity as research- based disciplines. The Chronicle article mentions briefly the 
content of the degree and the validity of performance as a mode of critical analysis but focuses on critiquing the 
possibilities that the degree opens up for recipients on the job market. The author claims that too many jobs in 
today’s economy went to MFAs and not PhDs, rendering the PhD irrelevant. While such an assessment relies more 
than likely on faulty anecdotal data, it also raises an age-old riff between theater practice and scholarship that needs 
to be laid to rest. Theatre departments depend on both practitioners and scholars and their collaboration. In addition, 
the PhD implicitly and explicitly relies on conjunction of theory and practice and the recognition that the live 
performance event by its very ephemeral nature requires unique methodologies for study and analysis. Perhaps most 
importantly, the article posits the value of the study of theater and performance studies solely only in terms of 
employment rather than in terms of the production of knowledge.  
 So, the question—on what terms theater and performance   are   evaluated—remains  a vital   and 
immediate one in need not so much of defensive reactions but, as I have been suggesting,  strategic proactive 
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advocacy. Reviewed against a simplistic, economic model, arts, arts practice and  scholarship seem of little import 
and can easily be belittled in the face of technological breakthroughs such as Google and Instagram and Snapchat—
all products of Stanford by the way. Yet, when assessed in terms of their import to the more fundamental act of 
living and confronting the drama and tragedies of life, of leading the way to addressing these social and civic issues, 
the value of the arts becomes all the more apparent.  What remains critical is not simply devising new technologies 
but understanding the human context, the ethical dimensions and historical moment that shapes these innovations. 
The human interface of technology depends on art, on critical thinking and analysis to decipher its meaning.  
 Perceiving art as only about play and pleasure diminishes its seriousness and sees arts scholarship as not 
rigorous. Throughout history, art and literature have functioned not as entertainment but as social forces capable of 
affecting and effecting change. Across time and across the globe, communities and nations have banned and burned 
books, imprisoned novelists and executed actors not simply because they questioned a particular work’s 
”pleasurable” qualities but because they feared the substantive potential of art and literature to influence minds and 
threaten their social order.  A 1989 headline in the Wall Street Journal famously read “Stanford Ends Western 
Civilization” as this school moved from the old Western Cultures requirement to the more purposefully inclusive 
freshman requirement of Cultures, Ideas and Values. Such events testified to fact that literature matters and that one 
of the many things that the humanities can “do” is energize social change and have social consequence. One need 
not look any further than the recent two past Presidential campaigns in which You Tube videos, songs and art work 
galvanized a generation and spread a message of hope. Thus, the study of theater and performance testifies not only 
to the enjoyment of play that art can offer but also with cognizance of its potential transformative power. 
 So, where does this power of theater and advocacy figure in my new role as an administrator? When I 
entered the administration at Stanford;  first as the Senior Associate Vice Provost and then and now as the Vice 
Provost for  Undergraduate Education, some of my Stanford colleagues and some of my friends in academia feared 
that I had forgotten the power of  art and gone over to the dark side. They worried for my mental health and well 
being. Why would I make such career choice? For me this move came as I emerged from all that I had done before 
and most specifically my experience in the theater.  
 Directing experience plays a critical role in my conception of administration. As you all know well, a 
director needs to have a sense of the overall interpretation and vision for the play. He or she must be able to 
communicate that vision to the cast, designers and crew alike. And with that cast   she or he must inspire their best 
work, must facilitate their engagement and belief in the project. It is not different as an academic administrator. As a 
director, you need to have an understanding of what everyone does from the lighting designer to the stagehands. It is 
no different as administrator. Now I need to know about fields such as applied physics and human biology and be 
able to speak the language of these practitioners. A director and an administrator must know how to serve as well as 
lead—to serve the play, the playwright, the particular idiosyncrasies of the cast members. 
 Now I serve the faculty, the students, the parents, the staff. I listen to them and want them to know that I 
care, that what they say matters, that they have a stake in the development of the overall operation. In theater, no 
matter what crisis or setback happens along the way, as the saying goes, “the show must go on.” I try to bring that 
same attitude to my work as an administrator. In my daily life as an administrator, every day is always different; this 
provides excitement, challenge, diversity. New crises arise at a moment’s notice and might derail my direction, but 
the show must go on.  
 In my daily academic administration, I am often if not usually the only person of color in the room. I am 
often the only theater person as well. Interestingly, what gives some folks in these meetings pause or opportunity to 
challenge my authority is not my race but my academic background. How can someone from the arts comment on 
the workings of sciences or understand the needs of our departments in Engineering? And yet people do not find it 
problematic that an engineer or an economist or social psychologist can make decisions about the arts and 
humanities.  Again how folks understand and respect the seriousness of play makes a critical difference. Not 
surprisingly, there are few presidents or provosts from the arts at major universities. This needs to change. From my 
perspective, folks from the theater are better equipped for such roles. Theater scholars can recognize and appreciate 
the need for interdisciplinarity. Moreover, our background and experience in crisis management, our battle-tested 
mettle and history, in being attacked and finding modes of survival, can prove extremely valuable in administration. 
Administration can hold, I believe for the theater scholar, the opportunity for strategic activism.  Part of my role at 
Stanford as Vice Provost for undergraduate education must inherently be to make a difference for the arts and 
humanities.  
 During my tenure in theatre I have been able to be a part of key developments and initiatives. One is the 
creation of Arts Intensive. Because of the quarter system, Stanford starts late in September. During that early part of 
September we have created a preterm called September Studies at Stanford. One of the programs that we have 
launched during this time is Arts Intensive, where students come back early and take one of eight arts classes 
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intensively. The courses are aimed at students who might not have been able to take an arts course during the regular 
school year and thus have no prerequisites. 
 As part of Stanford’s most recent fundraising campaign, the Arts did figure prominently as one four major 
initiatives. The Arts Initiative stood alongside the Environmental Initiative, the Health Initiative and the 
International Initiative. The objective of the Arts Initiative has been simply to make the arts inescapable at Stanford, 
a part of the very fabric of the institution, an institution where technological innovation has become the dominating 
brand. Notably, the Arts Initiative has resulted in a new arts corridor or district that includes the state-of-the-art Bing 
Concert Hall, a new Art and Arts History building and new home for the Anderson Collection of the most renowned 
contemporary American art collections in the world.  
 What you may have noticed that is missing from this new arts district is a theater. Our theaters at Stanford 
remain woefully inadequate. So you see, this is a place for activism and advocacy. My pledge is to see this change in 
my Stanford lifetime. There is a place and a need for us at the administrative level and at every level to make sure 
that drama matters, to ensure that rising waters lift all boats, to assure that theaters continue to be built, supported, 
re-imagined. This is fundamental to a strategic advocacy.  
 Strategic advocacy puts theater and performance studies not as antithetical but central to the crises in 
academia and in our world today. In a time when so many academic disciplines are called upon to prove their 
relevance in a time of changing technology, MOOCS and online education, rising costs and the push towards 
vocation rather than liberal education, theater should sit at the forefront, providing answers across divides. The 
collaborative ethos, the yoking of practice and theory, the crossing of political camps and ethnic boundaries that 
characterizes theater practice and scholarly inquiry can serve as a model for the world. Unlike a stalemated congress, 
theater folks get things done; the show must go on. So we need not ask or beg for our legitimacy, rather we in the 
very nature of our work provide the answer. 


